In this paper, we consider the H∞ optimal control problem for a Markovian jump linear system (MJLS) over a lossy communication network. It is assumed that the controller communicates with each actuator through a different communication channel. We solve the H∞ optimization problem for a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) using the theory of dynamic games and obtain a state-feedback controller. The infinite horizon H∞ optimization problem is analyzed as a limiting case of the finite horizon optimization problem. Then, we obtain the corresponding statefeedback controller, and show that it stabilizes the closed-loop system in the face of random packet dropouts.
I. INTRODUCTION
A network control system (NCS) is a system that uses a communication network to share information among different subsystems, viz: controller, actuators, and sensors. NCS has many practical applications [1] - [3] .
A communication network introduces time-delays [4] , packet losses [5] , and quantization [6] into the system. Packet loss is a very serious issue as it can bring about system instability. As Bernoulli processes are easy to analyze, packet loss is often modeled as an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Bernoulli process [5] , [7] . However, this doesn't capture the temporal correlation often seen in packet losses. One can alternatively use the Gilbert-Elliot channel model, wherein packet losses are modeled as a Markov process [8] .
There are two types of communication protocols used in NCSs: Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP). In a TCP-like protocol, packet receptions are acknowledged, while in a UDP-like protocol there is no such acknowledgment.
In many practical systems, for example dc-dc converters, random factors such as environmental changes and component failure can bring about abrupt changes in the system behavior [9] . To factor this in, one can consider a set of mathematical models. Each abrupt change causes the system behavior to switch from one model to another.
A system where these mathematical models are linear and the switching process is a Markov process is known as a Markovian jump linear system [10] . Abhijit Linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control problem for an NCS with a TCP-like protocol is dealt with in [5] , [11] .
In [5] , an LQG controller with a UDP-like protocol is also designed. Extending this work, [8] studies the LQG control problem with Markovian packet losses. The LQG control over multiple lossy networks under a TCP-like protocol is investigated in [12] . In [13] , a linear quadratic optimal controller for an MJLS is designed over multiple Gilbert-Elliott type channels.
The H ∞ control problem with a Bernoulli packet loss model has been addressed in [14] - [16] . In [17] , a timeinvariant H ∞ controller is designed with a Markovian packet loss model. With a TCP-like protocol, a minimax (H ∞ optimal) control problem with a Bernoulli packet loss model is investigated in [7] , [18] . For both TCP-like and UDP-like protocols, minimax controllers are designed in [19] . [20] generalizes the results of [18] to the multichannel case. The H ∞ optimal control problem for a linear time-invariant (LTI) system over a Gilbert-Elliott channel is solved in [21] . In [22] , an H ∞ controller for an MJLS with Bernoulli type packet losses in the measurement channel is designed.
In this paper, we solve the optimal H ∞ control problem for an MJLS over multiple lossy channels. The feedback channels are assumed to be lossless [23] . In the event of a packet loss, we employ the zero input strategy. It is assumed that each actuator communicates with the controller through a unique Gilbert-Elliott type channel.
Existence conditions for the finite horizon controller are derived in terms of the disturbance attenuation level γ and the packet arrival probabilities. The convergence of the infinite horizon cost function along with the stability analysis are also investigated. Using a numerical example, we demonstrate the convergence of the infinite horizon cost and its dependence on the control packet arrival probabilities.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the H ∞ control problem with packet losses. Section III contains the solution to the problem for both finite and infinite horizon cases. The convergence of the infinite horizon cost function and the stability of the closed-loop system are also investigated. Simulation results are presented in Section IV followed by the conclusion in section V.
Notation: P r(.) is used to denote probability and P r(.|T ) represents conditional probability given T. diag{a 1 , ..., a n } represents a diagonal matrix with a 1 , ..., a n as its diagonal elements. E[.] stands for expected value of a random variable, while E[.|Y ] denotes expected value given Y . ||x|| := (x T x) 1/2 and ||x|| P := (x T P x) 1/2 denote the Euclidean norm and the weighted Euclidean norm respectively. For matrices X(0), X(1), ..., X(l), Π l c=0 X(c) := X(l)X(l − 1)...X(0). L 2 ([0, ∞), R n ) is the space of square-summable sequences of vectors {v k }. x l:l+n denotes the sequence {x l , x l+1 , ..., x l+n }. v 1:n represents the sequence {v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n }. For a matrix P , P > 0 and P ≥ 0 imply that P is positive definite and positive semi-definite respectively. Further, by P < ∞, we imply that all the elements of P are finite.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider the following discrete-time Markovian jumped linear system:
where x k ∈ X ⊆ R n denotes the state vector, u a k ∈ U ⊆ R m denotes the control input to the actuators, w k ∈ W ⊆ L 2 ([0, ∞), R s ) denotes the disturbance input, z k ∈ R p is the controlled output. {r k } is an irreducible, aperiodic and time-homogeneous Markov chain where r k ∈ D {1, 2, ..., M} (M < ∞). The transition probability matrix of the Markov chain is given by T = [p ij ], where pij = P r(r k+1 = j|r k = i); ∀i, j ∈ D, k = 0, 1, 2, ...
Standard terminology related to a Markov chain is used in this work. Throughout the paper, it is assumed that state of the system x k and Markov chain state r k are directly accessible to the controller. We also assume that A(r k ) is full rank for all r k ∈ D.
Suppose u k is the controller output which is sent to the actuators through the lossy network. If u a k is the input to the actuators, then:
where ξ k = diag{v 1 k , v 2 k , ..., v m k } represents the packet loss conditions of all the channels at the time-index k. For each i ∈ {1, 2, .., m}, v i k denotes the packet loss condition in the i th channel (v i k = 0 implies a packet loss and v i k = 1 implies a successful packet delivery in the i th channel). The Gilbert-Elliott channel model is a two-state Markov chain, successful delivery of a packet being the good state and packet loss being the bad one [8] [24] . Let
Note 1: At k = 0, the probability of a data packet loss (or, successful packet arrival) in the l th channel is given as follows [8] :
Note 2: It is to be noted that {r k } and {v l k } for each l ∈ {0, 1, ..., (2 m − 1)} are independent Markov processes.
For a TCP-like protocol, the information set I k available to the controller at k th time-index is expressed as:
The control policy ζ 0:k and the disturbance policy η 0:k for a horizon k are the sequences ζ 0:k = {ζ 0 , ..., ζ k } and η 0:k = {η 0 , ..., η k }, respectively. Here, ζ i maps the information set I i to the control input at the i th time-index, i.e., u i = ζ i (I i ). Similarly, η i maps the information set I i to the disturbance input at the i th time-index, i.e.,
. ζ * k and η * k are the optimal control and disturbance policy, respectively. In this work, we consider the following notion of stability.
for all x 0 and r 0 .
In [25] , the following notion of observability for an MJLS is defined.
Definition 2: Consider the system (1) without disturbance (w k ≡ 0). Take any initial Markov process state r 0 , and any two initial system states x 1 0 and x 2 0 . Suppose, for a known input u k , z k (
Further, to test weak observability, [25] also provides an algebraic condition as given by lemma below. Lemma 1: The system (1) without disturbance (w k ≡ 0) is said to be weakly observable if and only if there exists a transition path {r 0 , r 1 , ..., r T −1 } inside D with T < ∞, for which the jump observability matrix O(r 0 , r 1 , ..., r T −1 ) has
Remark 1: In [25] , the condition for weak observability is presented for the case when the Markov chain has more than one closed communicating class. In our case, as the Markov chain {r k } is irreducible, we have only one closed communicating class D. Hence, the system will be weakly observable if there exists a transition path {r 0 , r 1 , ..., r T −1 } inside D with T < ∞ for which the condition given in Lemma 1 is satisfied.
The objective of this work is to solve the following problem.
Problem: Design state-feedback control policies for the system (1) with network induced constraint (2) such that with a state-feedback control law, the closed-loop system attains the following requirements:
(R.1) L 2 gain from the disturbance input w k to the controlled output z k must be less than or equal to some γ > 0, i.e., with zero initial condition x 0 = 0,
(R.
2) The closed loop system is mean-square stable.
The H ∞ optimal control problem can be analyzed in the framework of dynamic games [19] , [26] . Subject to the constraints defined by the system dynamics (1), one can formulate a zero-sum game with the following cost function:
Using Equation (1) in (3), the cost function becomes:
where
. Further, C(r k ) and D(r k ) satisfy the following assumptions:
(a) C T (r k )D(r k ) = 0, ∀r k ∈ D; implying that there are no cross product terms in the cost function (4).
(b) R(r k ) > 0, ∀r k ∈ D; implies nonsingularity of the optimal control problem.
In the game with the cost function (4), the control input u k acts as the minimizing player and the disturbance w k acts as the maximizing player. From the theory of zero-sum game, it is well established that the game admits a minimax solution or Nash equilibrium, if one can find a saddle-point policy (ζ * 0:N −1 , η * 0:N −1 ) which satisfies the inequality:
Remark 2: For the particular case when D = {1}, i.e., for an LTI system, this problem has been addressed in [21] . However, only one communication channel has been considered between the actuators and the control unit.
Remark 3: If ξ k takes only two values: 0 m×m or 1 m×m , then multi-channel case becomes equivalent to the single channel case.
Before going on to the main results, we define a few terms which will be used in the sequel.
(a) G = {1, 2, ..., m} is the index set for the actuators.
(b) I j is given by:
(d) Suppose, at the stage (k − 1) the actuators that receive control command are the ones indexed by the elements of I j . Then, the probability that, at the stage k, the actuators that receive control command are those indexed by the elements of I l is given by:
. For the case when there is no information available regarding the previous packet loss condition (e.g. at the stage k = 0), we define the following function:
Also, P k (l) = P j (l) for k ≥ 1 and ξ k−1 = N (j). Further, P 0 (l) =P(l). (e) Let Y(.) be a map from 2 G to spaces which are closed under addition and scalar multiplication. Now, L j (.), L(.) and L k (.) are defined as follows:
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we deal with the design of finite horizon and infinite horizon controllers.
A. Finite Horizon Control:
By substituting (2) in cost function (4), we get the following:
The optimal cost-to-go or value function at the stage k is given by:
Using principle of optimality, one can express (7) as:
Equation (8) is called the Isaacs equation (finite horizon).
We now proceed to derive conditions under which the value of the game with cost function (8) has a well defined 
where, 
The value function is given by:
where Ξ p,N (i, j) for all p ∈ [0, N ] is defined in (9) .
Proof: We prove the Lemma using induction. Using (7), one can easily express the value function at the stage k = N as
Hence the lemma is true for the case k = N .
Suppose, the lemma is true for all the stages k ≥ p + 1.
The necessary part of statement (a) can be proved in exactly the same way as Theorem 3.2 in [26] . We now prove the sufficiency part.
Assume that Θ l,N (i, j) > 0 for p + 1 ≤ l ≤ N , ∀i ∈ D, and ∀j ∈ {0, 1, ..., (2 m − 1)}. Then, with information set
From (8) with k = p, and using (14):
Consider the following functional:
Observe that H p,N (x p , u p , w p , i, ξ p−1 ) is quadratic in u p , w p and x p for all i ∈ D. Thus, a unique saddle-point exists if and only if H p,N x p , u p , w p , r p = i, ξ p−1 is convex in u p and concave in w p . Differentiating (16) and
using (14), 
Solving (18), one gets:
where, Γ p,N (i, j) and Ψ p,N (i, j) are as defined in (10a) and (10b), respectively. As where Ξ p,N (i, j) is got by solving (9) .
Observe that H p,N x p , u * p , w p = 0, i, N (j) ≥ 0 for all i ∈ D and j ∈ {0, 1, ..., (2 m − 1)} as Ξ p+1,N (i, j) ≥ 0 for all i ∈ D, j ∈ {0, 1, ..., (2 m − 1)}. Also, as w p is the maximizing player:
As (20) holds for all x p = 0, Ξ p,N (i, j) ≥ 0. Hence, the lemma is true for the stage k = p.
As a direct consequence of Lemma 2, we get the following result. Note 4: One can observe that for a fixed r 0 , Ξ 0,N (r 0 , 0) = Ξ 0,N (r 0 , 1) = ... = Ξ 0,N r 0 , (2 m − 1) . Hence, if a unique saddle-point exists at the stage k = 0, V 0,N x 0 , r 0 , N (0) = V 0,N x 0 , r 0 , N (1) = ... = V 0,N x 0 , r 0 , N (2 m − 1) =V 0,N x 0 , r 0 (say). The value of the game with the cost function (6) is then given by:
whereΞ 0,N (r 0 ) = Ξ 0,N (r 0 , j) for all j ∈ {0, 1, ..., (2 m − 1)}.
Lemma 4:
Consider that a unique saddle-point exists at the stage k = 0. Then, with the optimal control sequence u * 0:N −1 , L 2 gain from disturbance w k to controlled output z k of the closed loop system is less than or equal to γ. Proof: If a unique saddle-point exists at the stage k = 0, then,
using (21) =⇒ JN (ζ * N−1 , η N−1 ) ≤ 0 considering zero initial condition
Therefore, L 2 gain from the disturbance input w k to the controlled output z k is less than or equal to γ. It completes the proof.
In the subsequent results, we shall assume that W (r k ) ≥ W for all r k . Proof: This result is proved using induction.
From Note 3, Ξ N +1,N (i, j) = 0. Thus:
For the stage k = p, from (15):
Replacing p by p + 1 in the above equation:
Suppose, the lemma is true for the stage k = p + 1. Thus, Ξ p+1,N (i, j) ≥ Ξ p+2,N (i, j) for all i ∈ D and j ∈ N (j).
Note that, P p (.) = P p+1 (.) and L p (.) = L p+1 (.) if ξ p−1 = ξ p . Further, for two functions g 1 (u, w) and g 2 (u, w), if g 1 (u, w) ≥ g 2 (u, w) for all u, w, then one can show that: min u max w g 1 (u, w) ≥ min u max w g 2 (u, w). Then, from (22) and (23):
Since (24) holds true for all x = 0, Ξ p,N (i, j) ≥ Ξ p+1,N (i, j) for all i ∈ D and j ∈ {0, 1, ..., (2 m − 1)}. Proof: To prove the lemma, we again use induction. For the base case, one gets that:
Consider the following: 26) Assume now that the lemma is true for the stage k = p + 1. Hence, Ξ p+1,N (i, j) = Ξ p+2,N +1 (i, j), ∀i ∈ D and ∀j ∈ {0, 1, ..., (2 m − 1)}. Therefore, X p+1,N (i, j) = X p+2,N +1 (i, j). Also, P p (.) = P p+1 (.) and L p (.) = L p+1 (.) if ξ p−1 = ξ p . Therefore, from (25) and (26) , one gets that Ξ p,N (i, j) = Ξ p+1,N +1 (i, j) for all i ∈ D and j ∈ {0, 1, ..., (2 m − 1)}.
Note 5: From Lemma 4 and Lemma 5,
Thus, for all i ∈ D and j ∈ {0, 1, ...,
monotonically increases with c. Proof: Using (8), for a horizon l ∈ [1, N ] one can write the value function at the stage k = 0 as:
Considering the horizon to be l + 1, we can write (27) as:
From Note 5,
Thus from (27) and (28):
Since (29) is satisfied for all x 0 = 0,Ξ 0,l (i) ≤Ξ 0,l+1 (i) for all i ∈ D.
B. Infinite Horizon Control:
For the infinite horizon case, we consider the following cost function:
In the next lemma, we provide certain conditions for convergence of the sequence Ξ c,N (i, j) 
Remark 4: For the case when the matrices D 1 (i), i ∈ D in (1) are square and full rank, Θ k,N (i, j) > 0 for all
In such a scenario, condition (i) in Lemma (8) alone is sufficient for convergence of the sequence Ξ k,c (i, j) N c=k+1
as N → ∞.
converges as N → ∞, Ξ k,N (i, j), Γ k,N (i, j), Θ k,N (i, j), etc., will no longer be functions of k. The CAREs (9) then transform to the following:Ξ
whereΓ(i, j),Ψ(i, j) are the infinite-horizon counterparts of Γ k,N (i, j) and Ψ k,N (i, j). Replacing Ξ k,N (i, j) bȳ Ξ(i, j) in (10a) and (10b),Γ(i, j) andΨ(i, j) can be derived easily.
Similarly, for the stage k = 0, infinite horizon CAREs takes the following form:
whereΓ(i) andΨ(i) can be got from (10a) and (10b) by replacing L k (.) byL(.) and Ξ k,N (i) byΞ(i). Further, the infinite horizon Isaacs Equation is as given below:
One gets the following result by applying limit N → ∞ in Lemma 2. (b) The value function at the k = 0 stage is expressed as:
(c) The infinite horizon saddle-point is given by:
For k = 0, if r0 = i, then,Γ0 =Γ(i),Ψ0 =Ψ(i).
(34) (d) The infinite horizon value of the game with the cost function (30) is expressed as follows:
Now, consider the case whenΓ f x f = 0 for all r f ∈ D. Then, for w k ≡ 0, the state equation (1) for all k transforms into:
Therefore, from (38) and (39):
where Y rp, rp+1, ..., r p+F = O T rp, rp+1, ..., r p+F O rp, rp+1, ..., r p+F .
Suppose, for a given Markov chain state r k−1 , S r k k:T is the set of all transition paths of length (T − k) which the Markov chain {r k } follows with nonzero probability. Let J (r k , ..., r k+T r k−1 ) be the probability that, from the stage k to k + T , the Markov chain {r k } follows a transition path {r k , r k+1 , ..., r k+T } given r k−1 , and J (r p , ..., r p+F {r k , ..., r p−1 }) be the probability that, from the stage p to p + F , the Markov chain {r k } follows a transition path {r p , r p+1 , ..., r p+F } given that it has followed the transition path {r k , r k+1 , ..., r p−1 } from the stage k to p − 1. Then, 
By our assumption, system (1) with u p ≡ 0, w p ≡ 0 is weakly observable. Thus, there exists a transition path of finite length {i p , i p+1 , ..., i p+F } such that the jump observability matrix with respect to that particular transition path has full column rank. Due to irreducibility of the Markov chain {r k }, one can choose a finite p such that the probability of occurring such a transition path is nonzero. Hence, the probablity that the matrix Y i p , i p+1 , ..., i p+F has full rank would also be nonzero. Therefore, from (41):
Thus, as W (r k ) ≥ 0 for all r k ∈ D, from (40) and (42):
Hence, from (36), (37) and (43):
as w k is the maximizing player
where, for k ≥ 1,
Since (44) is true for all x k = 0,Ξ k > 0. Therefore,Ξ(i) > 0 andΞ(i, j) > 0 for all i ∈ D and j ∈ {0, 1, ..., (2 m − 1)}.
Proposition 11: [28] An irreducible Markov chain with a finite number of states is always recurrent.
Proposition 12: [29] For an irreducible, recurrent and aperiodic Markov chain, the limiting distribution for each state is nonzero, i.e., lim n→∞ P r r n = j r 0 = i > 0, ∀i, j ∈ D.
In the following result, we shall show that the optimal controller stabilizes the closed-loop system while maintaining a prescribed L 2 gain. and w k ≡ 0 is weakly observable, then:
(a) With the optimal control law u * 0:∞ , L 2 gain from the disturbance input w k to the controlled output z k of the closed loop system is less than or equal to γ.
(b) The optimal control law u * 0:∞ = −Γ k x k stabilizes the system (1) with arbitrary disturbance w k ∈ L 2 ([0, ∞), R s ).
Proof: Proof for claim (a) follows the same line of argument as the proof for Lemma 4.
Since the conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 8 are satisfied for all finite N ∈ Z + , k ∈ [0, N ],
Since W (r k ) ≥ 0, L k Q(r k , .) > 0 (as R(r k ) > 0) for all k, r k ∈ D, (45) guaranties the convergence of the infinite
In view of Theorem 3.23 in [27] , conver-
Hence, as L k Q(r k , .) > 0 for all r k ∈ D, one gets that lim k→∞Γ k x k = 0 with probability 1.
We now claim that lim k→∞ E ||x k || 2 I 0 = 0. We shall use contradiction in order to prove the claim. Assume that lim k→∞ E ||x k || 2 I 0 = 0.
Using the system dynamics (1) with optimal control input u * k = −Γ k x k :
As lim p→∞Γ k x k = 0 with probability 1 and w k ∈ L 2 ([0, ∞), R s ), from (1), lim
implies:
In similar fashion, we get:
and so on. From equations (47), (48),... one gets for F ≥ n:
Note that the Markov chain {r k } is irreducible and has a finite numeber of states. Thus from Proposition 11, it is recurrent. Hence, in light of Proposition 12, it has a nonzero limiting distribution for all the states. Therefore, one can prove the following inequality by using the similar line of argument as used in the proof for Lemma 10.
Then, from (49) and (50), one easily gets that, for certain r k , lim k→∞ E x T k W (r k )x k I 0 = 0. Therefore, considering Theorem 3.23 in [27] , we can infer that the infinite series ∞ k=0 E x T k W (r k )x k I 0 does not converge. Further,
Hence, we arrive at a contradiction. Therefore, lim k→∞ E ||x k || 2 I 0 = 0.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Let us consider an MJLS with the following system parameters: In order to demonstrate the influence of the control packet arrival probabilities on the infinite horizon optimal cost, we compute the optimal cost for different horizon. With x 0 = [0.1 0.2 0.3] T as the initial state vector, optimal cost is computed using (21) . Fig. 1 shows the behavior of the optimal cost J N (ζ * N −1 , η * N −1 ) with the probabilities v 1 = 0.88,v 2 = 0.86,μ 1 = 0.89,μ 2 = 0.87 andv 1 = 0.82,v 2 = 0.81,μ 1 = 0.83,μ 2 = 0.85. One can observe that as packet arrival probabilities are reduced, the optimal cost J N (ζ * N −1 , η * N −1 ) converges to a higher value.
If the probabilities are reduced tov 1 = 0.72,v 2 = 0.76,μ 1 = 0.77,μ 2 = 0.67, it can be observed, as shown in Fig. 2 , that the optimal cost J N (ζ * N −1 , η * N −1 ) does not converge. In Fig. 3 , the dependence of the critical value of the H ∞ disturbance attenuation level γ c onv 1 is demonstrated while keepingv 2 = 0.85,μ 1 = 0.82 andμ 2 = 0.8.
Similarly, Fig. 4 shows the variation of γ c with respect toμ 1 while keepingv 1 = 0.85,v 2 = 0.83,μ 2 = 0.82.
The regions above the curve in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 correspond to the feasible region for convergence of the CAREs (9). Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 suggest that as the control packet arrival probabilities (v 1 andμ 1 , respectively) reduce, γ c goes on increasing. Further, below a critical value of the control packet arrival probability, there does not exists any finite value for γ c such that CAREs (31) admit a unique fixed-point solution. The decaying state responses with the optimal controller is shown in Fig. 5 with disturbance input w k = sin(0.2πk)cos(0.2πk)e −k/2 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have designed the optimal H ∞ controller for a Markovian jumped linear system over multiple communication channels. Existence conditions for the finite-horizon controller are derived. It is observed that the convergence of the infinite-horizon cost function depends on the control packet arrival probabilities. Stability of the closed-loop system with the optimal controller in the face of random packet loss has also been established.
